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CPO & CSO – BRIDGING THE GAP

There is no data privacy without data security.

Chief Privacy officers (CPO) and Chief Security officers (CSO) may have different profiles, missions and goals, but they must collaborate in order to preserve the interests they have to secure.

This session proposes to explore the potential and necessary synergies between the roles of CPO and CSO, how CPO & CSO work together and address privacy compliance, in particular which tools and processes they have developed and tips will be shared.
CPO & CSO – BRIDGING THE GAP

Panelists:

- Klaas BRUIN, Corporate Privacy Officer at KLM Royal Dutch Airlines
- Herwig THYSSENS, Global Privacy Officer and IT Manager at the CIO Office of SWIFT
- Bruno RASLE, Délégué général of AFCDP (French DPO association), Privacy Officer at Caisse Nationale d’Allocations Familiales
What CPO and CSO stand for? Who are they?
Differences vs. Similarities

A Gap?

Synergy

Can CPO and CSO positions be combined?

What is the next step?
What CPO and CSO stand for? Who are they?

- **CPO** – Chief PRIVACY Officer (also DPO)
  - Officially appointed (to the DPA);
  - Other

- **CSO** – Chief SECURITY Officer
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CPO & CSO?

If so, what are the differences?

- Men vs. Women?
- IT vs. Legal background?
- Goals, means, missions?
- Legal vs. IT background?
- Terminology confusion?

And about similarities? What CPO & CSO have in common?
BUILDING A SYNERGY?

Competition, Confrontation or Synergy?

CSO and DPO "dance partners":
- On with subject, area?
- For witch goals?
- Who does lead?
- How to build synergy?
CPO & CSO IN THE SAME TIME?

- Possible? Efficient?
- Pro and Con
- Why so many CSO become CPO/DPO?
CONCLUSION and PROSPECTIVE

- What is the next step of maturity?
- The next big partnership?
- How both positions will/should evolve in the coming years?
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